Many public sector fleets leverage Geotab’s leading IoT and connected-fleet solutions to provide critical intelligence to help government agencies streamline regulatory compliance and reporting, reduce total cost of ownership, improve citizen and employee safety, and minimize greenhouse gas emissions.

Collecting over 3 billion points of data each day, Geotab provides regional insights to lower fuel costs, reduce maintenance, and improve asset utilization. With a robust ecosystem of partner solutions and apps, Geotab can support the needs of every level of government — federal, state, and local.

Get the Geotab advantage:
+ Industry leading security
+ Automated reporting for regulatory compliance and billing
+ EV analysis and management
+ One universal device for all vehicle makes and models
+ Active tracking for first responder vehicles
+ Accident detection with real-time notifications
+ Roadside assistance
+ Open platform for data integration
+ Smart-City/State insights and urban analytics

Telematics for a greener future
Comply with regulations and report on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, fuel economy, and electric vehicle (EV) adoption. Green your fleet!

+ Compatibility for hybrid and electric vehicles (EV)
+ EV suitability and ROI analysis
+ Idling & fuel consumption trend reports
+ CO₂ emission calculations and reporting
+ Route optimization for reduced mileage
+ Preventive maintenance

Learn more at Geotab.com
Geotab open platform for telematics

Security is first priority at Geotab. We continuously review and update our security mechanisms and processes to ensure the highest level of security and privacy for our customers and partners.

**Lower maintenance costs**
- Predictive maintenance planning
- Detect engine issues in advance
- Receive engine diagnostics and alerts
- Prioritize repairs
- Maintenance scheduling and notifications

**Improve driver safety**
- Risk & safety reports
- In-vehicle, proactive coaching with customized messaging and rules
- Reduce accidents and minimize risk
- Monitor seat belt use

**Accident detection & notification**
- Instant notifications, airbag deployment
- Detailed second-by-second data
- Helps prove no-fault to insurance provider

**Expandability**
- IOX Technology
- Driver ID
- Mobile apps
- Open data integration with SDK

**Geotab GO telematics device**
- Fast GPS acquisition time
- Captures rich, second-by-second data
- Ultra-accurate engine diagnostics
- High-quality recording

**Reduce fuel costs**
- Improved asset utilization
- Reduce miles driven
- Reduce unnecessary idling and fuel spend
- Reduce speeding

**Do more with your data**
- GO TALK In-Vehicle Driver Coaching
- Snow plow and salt spreader integrations
- Emergency satellite backup
- Roadside assistance
- Report on PTO usage
- Vehicle recall management

Learn more at Geotab.com